Polybrene/DMSO-assisted gene transfer. Generating stable transfectants with nanogram amounts of DNA.
Polybrene/DMSO-assisted gene transfer is a simple and versatile transfection strategy capable of producing high numbers of stable transfectants from adherent monolayer cultures with low (nanogram) quantities of exogenous DNA. The procedure involves two stages: adsorption and internalization. The former is mediated by polybrene (a polycation polymer) and favors the uniform coating of target cells with polybrene-DNA complexes. Following adsorption, the cells are permeabilized by a brief exposure to dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to facilitate the uptake of DNA complexes. Diverse cell types can be exposed to a wide range of polybrene concentrations without adverse effects. By contrast, the key determinant of success is the DMSO permeabilization regime, which must be configured independently for each cell line. Protocols optimized for gene transfer in murine and human fibroblasts are presented along with a guide for the rapid optimization of the method. The advantages and limitations of the method are also discussed.